The effect of the diffraction radiation upon It is well known that the diffraction radiation by an electron ring in the acceleration column of an electron ring accelerator (ERA) is an importa.nt effect insofar as it can cause significant loss of 1 2 energy of the ring , the internal dynamics of the ring has not so far been studied, although it is clear that the large energy radiation could easily have a significant effect upon ring stability in the axial direction, where the focusing -coming only from ions, images 3 , and possibly from the accelerating field --is weak.
In this note we study the contribution of diffraction radiation to the axial focusing forces of a ring, limiting our analysis, for convenience, to the case of a ring moving at relativistic speeds.
We evaluate the defocusing force for two different geometries: In Section II we consider a charged rod and a current carrying rod moving past an infinite array of semi-infinite perfectly conducting plates, which geometry has the advantage that the problem may be analyzed analytically. In Section III we consider a charged ring in a.n accelerating column consisting of an infinitely long corrugated cylindrical waveguide. The effect of the ring current is not included in this model. In Section IV we evaluate the axial oscillation frequency resulting from defocusing forces, and in Section V we present some numerical examples.
We may obtain a rough estimate of the order-of-magnitude o:f -3 -the diffraction defocusing from a simple physical model. Consider a charge, Q, moving along the axis of an acceleration colwnn. The complete solution to Maxwell's equation is, in general, difficult to obtain, but roughly speaking there are image charges moving in concert with the charge Q. These images are slightly displaced behind the charge, leading to an axial field, E , at the charge and hence z . a net retarding force. (1.1 )
Thus in the laboratory frame, dE !dz z is proportional to the relativistic r-factor of the charge.
The defocusing force of (1.1) will give a shift in the square of the axial oscillation frequency in the ring frame,
where * is the revolution frequency in the ring frame and is the relativistic r-factor for the circulating electrons. This formula is derived in Section IV, although many readers may consider -4 -it obvious. Thus, from (101) (1.3 ) where N is the number of electrons in the ring, and r is the e classical electron radius. Taking N = 10 13 , a 10 em, and 7 * = 40 .1 typical parameters of and ERA --we obtain 6v 2 -7. x 10-3 , which is small in comparison with the expected self-focusing.
We have, in this simple-minded discussion, ignored magnetic images which for a smooth accelerating column would greatly reduce the 2 6v 0 However, the structure of an accelerating column destroys the nearly perfect electric and magnetic cancellation of a smooth pipe and thus our result --obtained from considering only electric images --is a fair estimation of the effect.
II SEMI-INFINITE PLATES
In this section we consider as a model of an acceleration column, an infinite Bet of semi-infinite conducting planes; i.e. a comb. The electron ring is replaced by a charged rod and a current carrying rod moving past the comb. The advantage of this model is that the defocusing force --just like the radiation 10ss4 --can be calculated analytically.
We employ exactly the notation of Ref. 4 , which reference will have to be consulted to make the present calculation understandable.
-5 -The plates~re taken in the x-y plane and extend from -00 < y < 00 , x > o. They are separated by the distance 2~L, while the rod, located at x = -x , is parallel to the y-axis and moves in the o z-direction with speed v.
Charged Rod
We first consider a rod having charge q per unit length.
We want to compute the electric field in the z-direction due to the charges and currents on the plates, but We only need this field 
r 2xoA icrJ} dA . P (Ad) exp t 17"" + TJ . 
The leading terms in the focusing force are easily seen to be and a current carrying rod both vary as 7-2 (at large 7) and in fact are equal in magnitude in this limit. In like manner, the focusing force contributions [Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9)] become equal in the limit of large /. We believe this equality to be a general (geometry-independent) result.
Focusing Force
The focusing force on an electron, in the a"dal direction, is given by 3.1) where the functions q?\(t) obey the equation converges less rapidly as a function of w\ than the energy loss U A .
Finally, we wish to remind the reader that in this section we have neglected ring current effects.
IV EVALUATION OF THE AXIAL FREQUENCY
In order to evaluate internal ring dynamics it is convenient to work in the frame of reference in which the ring is at rest. In this frame, axial motion of electrons is described by We have not concerned ourselves with radial motion in this note as t~e focusing --from ions, images, and the external field -'-is strong in this direction, and there is no near dang~r of loss of radial stability. Crossing of a resonance by a relativistic ring would --presumably --not be serious.
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V~Nu1yiERICf\L EXArvrPLES
In this section we evalua.te (4.8) for the structures discussed in Sections II and III.
The semi-infinite plate model, after replacing the charge per unit length q by Ne/2nR and setting~'y = 1, yields, from (2.12),
The corrugated cylindrical waveguide model for a charged ring 5. The sign is just wrong, however. The reason for this is that in the plate structure, since the plates are perpendicular to the direction of motion of the rod, the boundary conditions arc satisfied to fair approximation --by an image rod of thẽ sign as the rod (thus minimizing H x along the plates);
hence the reversed sign in (dE/do).
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